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WALTER HUNK 

While Walter Hunk was working on his Bachelor of Science degree 
at Columbia University, he transferred to the California Institute 
of Technology for the simple reason that he did not care for New York. 
On the West Coast, he then continued his studies in seismology, a 
vague version of physics that placed him in the field. During his 
junior year, he met a girl from La Jolla, an acquaintance which 
brought him to Scripps Institution of Oceanography as a summer 
research assistant under Harald Sverdrup. 

After a Master's in 1940 from the California Institute of Technology, 
Munk joined the Army in 1941. Shortly thereafter, upon the request 
of Sverdrup and Revelle, Munk left the Army to go to the Navy's Divi
sion of War Research at Port Lorna. Here the three men worked on 
anti-submarine warfare, in particular the problems of the intensity 
variation of underwater sound. Out of this research group came a 
high-resolution thermography.· 

However, Munk lost his Navy clearance in '42. He then went to the 
Pentagon as a meteorologist to become the Directorate of Weather. 
It was this job which sparked his interest in wave problems, for, as 
the Directorate, his main concern was to predict proper weather for 
amphibious landings. 

In 1944, his Navy clearance re-established, Walter Munk returned to 
Scripps with a research professorship. Then in '46, "Operation 
Crossroads'' took him to Bikini to make a circulation study in the 
lagoon. Upon receipt of a Ph.D. from the University of California 
in 1947, Munk returned once again to Scripps with his interest in 
circulation problems, especially wind-driven circulation. He even 
went on sabbatical to Norway and later published a paper on wind 
and ocean circulation. This study rekindled his concern for waves, 
which eventually became the study of tides. 

The age of exploration was initiated then with the directorship of 
Scripps falling into the hands of Roger Revelle. It was during 
this time of the major expeditions that Munk developed his interest 
in geophysics, the study of the planet Earth. Only to return 
later to oceanography, Munk is now concerned with acoustics. 

Walter Munk feels that the common trait of a great scientist is 
very simple: that great scientists are formidable people. They 
have the cour:Jg(• In stand up for their own h"l i<.'r or idea, even if 
it's not populnr :1t til<.· time. lie does conccd••, too, that curiosity 
pJays a major pa1~t in all scientific ende;Iv,n-s. 

Lucille Catc:;, 1976 
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RC: First of all, what brought you to Cal Tech from Columbia and was your 
BS related to the marine sciences in any way? 

WM: No, I left Columbia because I didn't like New York, and California 
seemed far enough away. And my BS was not connected to the marine 
sciences. I don't think I'd ever heard of oceanography. 

RC: And you were doing what at Cal Tech? 

vlM: I had made up my mind I wanted to be in some branch of physics where 
you spent a lot of time out in the field; and I sort of chose seismo
logy, in a vague sort of way. I was going to go on and study earth-: 
quakes and took my Master's, actually, in geophysics. 

RC: But it says you were working as a potter. 

WM: Oh, I worked as a potter one summer in the San Joaquin Valley, which 
is, you know, the practical aspects of doing geophysical prospecting. 

RC: Does it seem to you that a sizable number of people move into the 
marine sciences and oceanography from seismology? 

hiM: Not at the time. I got acquainted with oceanography because I was a 
junior at Cal Tech, and I'd met a girl whom I liked who was spending 
her summers in La Jolla. And I came here because it was the only. way 
I could spend the summer here and be able to afford it--the only job 
you could get. So, I asked Harald Sverdrup, the director, whether he 
tvould give me a summer job; and he did. And here I am, some years 
later. 

l{C: Th;!L, by the way, is tvhilt 1\cvellc S(lid, too ... that he thought you 
c;1me into oct~<:mography for love of a t.voman. 

1.-JN: For l.OV<' or a \.JOm;lll, Vl'S. 

RC: H.i th whom did you work as an nssist;mt here? 

HM: Hell, I ':0me; and l!nrnld Sv('rdrup, \vho t"as director, took me under his 
\.Jing. TIH'rl' t.v:ls d LOLli n[. r think, 14 c~!i!ployees j_ncluding the gar-
d\'11!'1". And Lk1t sumnw1· :md the subscq11ent suntml'r and tl1e ye;1r after 
t:h;JL, whPn I rc:1lly c;ttne down full-time, I was tile only student; I was 
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the student body of Scripps. I would be invited to parties so that 
i could be introduced as "Here's our student." singular; and it was 
great. And Roger Revelle, whom you spoke to, was an assistant professor. 
He was also very kind and thoughtful and helped me when I first tried 
to learn what it was all about. 

RC: Did you have any intention then of concentrating on a particular 
interest in oceanography? 

HM: Well, not for the first summer; I didn't even know what it was all 
about. Harald Sverdrup suggested I look at some new data that he had 
taken in the Gulf of California, which indicated some curious phenomenon 
called internal waves, which I seem still to be interested in, though 
in another context, many years later. And I looked at the data and 
learned a little about the theory. That was the first summer and 
second summer I helped Roger Revelle on some current meter readings 
and things like that. And so, it surt of grew out of that. But both 
Harald Sverdrup, Roger Revelle, and others--Dick Fleming--were very 
kind and helped me: and we didn't have the present uroblem of many 
students seeking recognition. There was no competition. 

RC: Now we're talking about, roughly 1940, are we not? 

I.JM: Yes. Well, I think my first summer year was '39, yes. 

RC: And by 1940, you are, in effect, a research associate on the faculty 
here? 

HM: Not on the faculty. I mean, I came the first summer as some sort of 
a research assistant at $50.00 a month, and I don't remember what my 
title was. And then we sort of very quickly went into the war years, 
which changed things a lot; but I didn't really have a very solid job 
here till after the end of the war. 

RC: \vere there any other oceanographic institutions you were aware of in 
1940? 

\.JM: Hell, yes. As a result of working here, I became aware of Seattle, 
The University of Washington, and, of course, the existence of Woods 
Hole. I think tll<~t's about it. And then I joined the Army in '41 
and served for about l\"o years. And I forgot ... when was Pearl Harbor? 
De<'ember .... 

J{C: Dcccmbe r '41. 

WM: \.J<• II, T .ioincd i.11 'lj(), ;111d T served until vl'rv close to Pearl llarhor. 
ln :t 1t1a.y,! cntcn·d til!' J\nqy hecause l t!wur;ht loJL' would :dl be fighting 
very quickly; I got a little bored doing nothing. I was not aware of 
!)carl Harbor being i11 the \vorks before it happened, l p;uess, as \"as 
:myhody else. i\11d :1!. t lte Lime, !larnld SvPrdrun and Roger had decided 
I<• ~.; L:1 rt some on·:ill<\t'Y;q>lt i c work with the U.S. Navy ;~nd asked me to 
join them. Thcr(' "-'t'~"<' vet-v fe1" people, vou Sf'(', who had had any 
interest and h:1ckgnnmd; nnd I requested that the Army release me to 



work on this because, by then, I was getting bored doing close-order 
drill. And I think three clays ofter I left my company, Pearl Harbor 
broke out. I would, of course, have never left had it been at some 
later time. 
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RC: Okay, I have several questions here now. You're speaking of, really, 
leaving the Army to go to the Division of War Research at Port Lorna, 
right? 

WM: Yes. 

RC: Okay. Now, I have your occupation listed in the Army as ski troops. 
Is that correct? 

WM: Oh, I spent one winter with the ski troops on Mount Rainier in 
Seattle. I love to ski, and they were beginning to think about ski 
troops. This was before Mount Hale started; and I asked for permission 
to join and spent two rather interesting months with them. And then, 
however, when tve went back and nothing was happening, I really got 
awfully bored with learning how to salute whom and when and thought 
I'd like to go and work on something a little more important. And 
so, when Sverdrup offered to have a special request made so I could 
join this oceanographic group, I was rather glad to do it. 

RC:· How many people were at the Division of War Research at Port Lorna? 

WM: At the time, I would think about 30 or 40. 

RC: That large. Were you primarily .... 

WN: ... including other things in oceanography. I mean, we were a group. 
Roger Revelle was a lieutenant J.G. in the service then. And we 
started learning something about underwater sound and effects of 
ocean conditions on underwater sound. It was very interesting, indeed. 

RC: That was primarily anti-submarine warfare? 

WH: It was. 

RC: And this was where the work from the deep scattering layer first 
appears? 

WM: Yes. Hartin Johnson, whom you might t.tant to visit here, essentially 
at that time solved the problem of the deep scattering layer. It 
was fo•Jnd that there was a phantom bottom which was deep at daytime 
ilnd shall•.n.t at night, and he immediately related that behavior to 
wl1a t: he had studied--so-called diurnal migration of copepods--sav ing 
it must liave something to do with diurnal migration of marine organisms. 

RC: Were you primarily involved witb waves? 

WN: Nut: at the time. I '-''<IS learning solnl'lhing abont underwater sound: I 
was working on problems of i.JJI:ensity variations. I became interested 
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in something which is now a fashionable subject, microstructure. I 
was wondering whether there were smaller scale structures other than 
the newly invented bathythermography by Spilhaus could resolve; and 
we did build a better instrument and fo~nd that there were smaller 
structures. And I worried a little about what it meant. But that 
subject was not to become fashionable until 1970. 

RC: But you did make advancements on the BT there during this period? 

WM: We did build a high-resolution thermography, and I started thinking 
about the effect of this kind of structure on sound propagation. 

RC: Rather quickly though, you switched to a job of a meterologist 
in Washington. 

WM: Hell, I ran into a curious problem, which I have never understood. I 
lost my Navy clearance, as did Harald Sverdrup; and there are some 
people who know why. And it was a sort of a difficult experience; 
I've no reason why. And I was told that my difficulties would not 
extend to another ~ervice, so I applied for that job. I was given a 
job in the Pentagon and worked there for a Hhile, and then the same 
problem happened once again. Eventually it was resolved, I was given 
clearance, and I don't understand what happened during that interval .. 
But, it was the loss of Navy clearance which made me go and take this 
Pentagon job. Then I became interested in wave problems for the 
first time, really, when I was working at the Air Force office of 
Directorate of Weather, of the U.S. Air Forces. 

RC: Did even then you seem to see some kind of connection between meteo
rology and oceanography? 

~1: 1vell, the.t' s hovJ it came about. I learned about the forthcoming 
invasion of Northwest Africa; 1Jlans were being made. I also learned 
tl1at the conditions under which the landing craft, the so-called 
LCVP, could come in without broaching was ... I mean, these landing 
craft were so poor, in a way, and the conditions during the landing 
period so had that it appeared that in two out of three days they 
"10uldn' t make it to shore; and you'd lose half your neople by 
drowning before they even made it to shore. So, it became absolutely 
essential to pick a good day, or we would lose the invasion before 
it even started. And [ think I'm responsible, then, for suggesting 
that it might be ,,rorthwhile to attempt to find \oJhether you could pick 
tile good day <1nd sn m:1kc a landing during favorable wave and surf 
conditions, and ~~l.tr-!<·d \oJodzing on it botl1 t:IH'orctically and exncri
n~ntally. We did work out a theory, and I started to look at some 
data in the Azorc~~ :1s sort of i.l verification pr-ocedure. Pan American 
il<td !.aJ1dc•d f I y i.ng ho:!l :; i 11 tl1e Azores and lu~nt L r:1ck of wave concli
tions, so L thOuJ~ht I'd liS<' that ns a sort of a test of the method-
pi.cking up the wenLIH't- m:lp:;, picking up tlac storm fetches, predicting 
the sea and swc 1 l, ;md sc•ein)~ how well did we do in predicting waves 
of the Azores as :1 tc•st~ to h•ilether the method had any validity for 
their use on the ·~•.>rtilh"'Sl African beaches- Tltcn=' ltJas sort of an 
dnlllSing ClSpecL t<l i I_ 1 n·Im•mber doing •1uite vJell, exce!1t, once in 
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a while, there was a huge spike in the wave energy in the Azores, 
which we did not predict; it was very puzzling. And I later noticed 
that they happened invariably on Saturdav nights, so I talked myself 
into discounting those waves, those peaks. Then, however, when the 
landing situation came closer, someone from high up expressed some 
concern whether the work that I had done in attempting to do a wave 
prediction was all right. I don't blame them; I mean, so much depended 
on it. One could have possibly lost the whole landing, and I was a 
very junior man. They said they couldn't possibly build on this unless 
it was confirmed by more experienced people, and I requested that 
Harald Sverdrup be asked to come and give an evaluation. He flew in 
and spent two or three weeks working over what I had done, adding to 
it a lot and then saying that he thought it was substantially all 
right. Then the method was really accepted as a method for the pre
diction of sea swell and surf; and it eventually became the basis of 
predictions for all our amphibious landings in the Pacific, Africa, 
and even across the channel in European theatre of war; I think it 
worked well. 

RC: Now, you didn't stay, though, with meteorology all during the war. 

WM: Eventually, then, my clearance ,.,as reestablished; and I decided to 
come back to La Jolla and work back on a Navy project here at Scripps, 
which was .closely connected to the wave problem. And then the war 
ended, and I received a research position here. I was terribly lazy 
on my Ph.D.; I wasn't really very interested in it because, bv that 
time, I had really done a few things that were more interesting than 
getting a degree. Eventually, Hhen people read me the riot act, I 
wrote a thesis. I think I wrote the shortest and quickest thesis 
in the history of Scripps. It had 12 pages, and I wrote it in one 
week when somebody said I just had to do something. It was accepted; 
I got my degree. It turns out the thesis was lvrong, but nobody has 
any mechanism for removing a degree once it is received. And so, 
that's what happened. 

RC: And thereafter, then, when you return to Scripns ... 
dealing in '44, are we not? 

WM: Yes. 

We're now 

RC: Okay, you returned to Scripps in 'I1Lt, and you became a research 
professor, but what about "Operation Crossroads"? 

WM: Oil! \Jell, then in '46 ... I thi.nk i.t was '46, wasn't it, Crossroads':' 

RC: Ril;ht. 

WM: Somebody came by and sa i.d they \vere going to make a bang in Bikini, 
and they wished to evaluate \vhat: the oceanograpl!ic consequence~; nf d 

nuclear~ explosion would hc-~·very excilin~·., 1 thought, and 1 vo]ull
tecn·d to go. Rill Von Arx nr Hood~~ llole ;uHI I sort of took OV<'r 

the cjr('lilation. As al1..r:1ys, it lt:lflJH'll(,d tnn lnte. \Je were a;;kf'd Lil 

go u,• o I.J • • e k '' he fore t It e t • x p J n s i o 11 , \.J h j c h i :-; a b s u r d . \.J e f J e1,.1 (Ill L ; m d 
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attempted to make a circulation study in two weeks, the purnose being 
to evaluate how quickly the lagoon waters would be renewed following 
an explosion, how dangerous it would be to the native fish, and things 
like that. We decided we couldn't possibly measure the in- and 
outflow into the lagoon by normal means in two weeks. We got hold of 
a seaplane, a PPN, and we decided we would use aerial means of 
measuring currents; I don't think it's been done before. We would 
drop little dye marker bombs, little bombs that had this very intense 
green-red dye, out of the plane into the channels leading into 
Bikini Lagoon and photographed it from the air repeatedly with a 
little bit of land in sight so you could see which way the dye marker 
was drifting in and out of the lagoon. We would do that over a 
period of at least half a tidal cycle, so we could see whether there 
Y~as a net flow in and out of the lagoon. And there were 18 channels 
leading in and out of the lagoon. He would \vork three a day and 
decided in a week that we should have some idea about the circulation 
in and out. I remember, to my great horror, that on the sixth day, 
we had measured all but one channel, the big one called Enu Channel; 
and, on each of them, the net flow of water was into the lagoon. And 
I'd learned some basic lessons, which are called mass conservation, 
that when water flows into some place, it has to flow out again; and 
in every one of the ones we had observed, the water flowed in and not 
out. ~ve said, "So, what are we going to do if Enu also has an inflow?" 
which violated all principles of physics. So, the last day we 
worked Enu, and Enu had an outflow which balanced all the others. So, 
things worked out all right; we made some sort of a prediction. It 
was a very exciting time, and I think we probably did all right. 

RC: Now we're making predictions on the •... 

WM: This was Bikini Baker, second shot. 

RC: You were making predictions on the size of waves, were you not? 

WM: And we also ... that's another job. I also decided that most of the 
circulation in and out of Bikini was not induced hy storms but by 
waves breaking onto the reef; building up a head of a water \.Jhich 
caused the flow of water in and out of the lagoon, so that the entire 
northeasterly side.... The real pressure bringing \vater in that 
flushed the lagoon was by waves, not by wind--verv curious. Eventually, 
I published a paper on that. 

RC: And the predictions of the waves and wave size c<Jme out about \vhat 
you thought they \vould? 

WN: I don't knovJ. \Je did g<.'L ;! time tl1<1t it took to fJush the lagoon. 
Cif F.wing from \.JcJo<h ll<ll•· ;111d I wor~kcd nu that. I foq•,ot what the 
time was to flush out tlH~ lagoon we came out \viti!, but we caf!le out 
\vith a definite numhc·r. I've been back, since, three times; it's 
kind of a wonderful pl:1ce. Hy chief memorv, fLt-sl me111ory, of landinG 
in Bi.ld.1li was that ti1Pr-t' \.:<'n' so many fli<.•s; nobody could sleep. 
Tl1en t:he Navy sent ciOIII<' planes over th:Jt !)f)'j'-c•d LIH' island--this 111as 

j11:~t wl1en llD'l' w:1s cnmi11g ill-·-aiid t1v0 dnys L1t•T tlwy 1-1c>re entirely 
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gone. I thought ... wasn't that wonderful! Now I understand DDT is 
no longer very effective because the flies have become accustomed to 
it, and we're going to have troubles having another Bikini test. 

RC: Is it fair to say, then, that "Operation Crossroads" is what turned 
you into investigating wave theory so carefully? 

WM: hTell, no, my wave interest came through the invasion of Northlvest 
Africa, entirely, and that's how I became interested in waves; the 
wave work at Bikini was a curiosity and not a very deep thing. No, 
it was entirely the landing and the ooeration of wave prediction 
which got me interested in that subject--the previous HHII efforts 
in wave prediction. 

RC: Is it your impression that WWII is what began oceanography into the 
stage of science? 

WM: v!ell, it was a huge jump. Hell, you know, you shouldn't say that. 
There's lots of interesting and good work that was done earlier, but 
it was an enormous change. And the oceanography following \~.JII was 
very different from the oceanography before vJWII. It certainly 
started what you might call Modern Oceanography. 

RC: It has been suggested, in an interview previously, that possibly the 
innovations that came from m.JII, plus the computer, have now moved 
oceanography to the point that maybe the age of exploration in oceano
graphy is over. 

HM: Hell, it depends on what you mean. If you mean by "exploration" 
exploration in a geographic sense--going to new places where you 
haven't been and seeing what happens--then, I suppose that's the 
case. If you mean by "exploration" learning what the basic facts 
of life are, I. don't think so. I think it turns out that so much 
of the stuff that people believed in is still nonsense, and some 
really very fundamental new principles are being uncovered. It \..ras 
only at Mode three years ago that we learned that most of the 
energy of ocean circulation is in eddies whose size ar~ 100 kilo
meters and whose period U; two months, and this wasn't known. You 
can't think of anything more fundamental in describing the oceans 
than that. 

RC: Now, after "Operation Crossroads," what happens to Scripps? 

WM: I went back; nnd cvcntu;d ly ... [ forgot when I r,ot my faculty position; 
it must have hec•n l.nler.... f became.~ interested in circulation 
problems and worked [nc a \.JhiJe on wind-driven circulation. I \vent 
to Norway on a sabbatical and lVT~ote a paper, that had some success, 
on the wind and ocean circulal ion, though it was not really a very 
signific:n1t improvcme!lt: nve1~ lvh;!l: fLmk SLommell had done (whom you 
hopefully l!nv<' on your list: of p('oplc to see). And then [think I 
W<'nt b:1ck to \v'Orkin}', on lv:JV('S :mel heca.tue j ntere~>ted in successively 
lower and lmvcr frequencies iuto w.Lnd~vJ:Jvc:>, Jnd then to Stvvll, and 
then to ;;('ich('s, and then to Lichlllvaves, and then into tid('S. [n 



some sense, I followed the road downhill into lower and lower 
frequencies over many years. These are quite different subjects, 
you know; they might sound the same to you, to others, but they are 
very different. So it wCJs, really, learning new things about new 
subjects. 
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RC: Now the faculty at Scripps Institution takes off geometrically, if I 
may use that word, after .... 

WN: It does. After Harald Sverdrup left and Roger Revelle became director, 
we had our great age of exploration; I mean, it sort of went from 
studying San Diego Bay to studying the coastal waters in the Gulf-
under Sverdrup and Fleming--to studying the Pacific under Roger. 
That's quite a jump. (He used to say the Pacific was our oyster!) 
And we had our major expeditions. I became quite interested in 
geophysics rather than sort of t~aditional oceanography; and, really, 
for about ten years, I think, I did more work in the description of 
the planet Earth, in the broad sense, than I did in oceanography. I 
really returned to the womb only about seven or eight years ago, when 
I decided I really wanted to do oceanography again. 

RC: Okay, nm11, was it the beginning of such expeditions as NIDPAC and 
so forth that turned you into describing the earth? 

WM: Yes, I think so. 

RC: That was what broadened .... 

WM: Yes. And yet in some sense, we missed some of our best bets. You 
mCJy have heard about plate tectonics, the principal discovery of our 
generation. I looked over the expedition report of Capricorn the 
other day. It 111as 3 major expedition where we were gone for seven 
months--not like today, where you fly people out and fly them back 
lh'O ~"eeks later--but ~ve all were on two small ships for seven months. 
And l, being a little bit of a jack-of-all-trades, kept the expedi
tion report and '"rote up everybody's work. If you really look back 
to it, we had enough information that \ve should have been able to 
write a substantial paper on plate tectonics, and we didn't. 

RC: It was really Woods Hole, \vas it not, \vho .... 

WM.: I·Jho did the major work? I wouldn't say that. If you give major 
credit to who's done it, it wot!ld be ... no, it would be I.lullard in 
C;illlhrid)~'~ and Lamont in the Unitt'd States. In a sense, if you now 
rc.1d the Capricorn report:, v.•c should have known better. \-Je had the 
lw:il- fln~o.1 values; h/C m••;J,;ut·cd the sediments and fou11d tlH'Y weren't 
I iJ i ck<'r t!J:lll tlw lOll lll<'l•·t-~>--,;omelhinr~ h;:~d to go and renew the bottom 
all the tim~.·. Roger cvc~n us<.'d the words: "T!Jet·c must he some fan
ta•;tic mechanism tiLJt flusltes them down all the time." \-Je had 
cnou;',h, huL \-Je weren't hri)•,lJt enough. Then Vocquier took some 
JIJ<tgm!t ic readings. l n L:wt, 1-Jl' took <J magnet:omc•ter on those expedi
tioqs; htil he took som·· magnetic readings from Calift)rni:l and got: 
llH'S<' very ~;trnnge ,,ff·;et~;, I.Jhich should have toLd t:lte stor:y. On 



the other hand, California's a lousy place to study, because it's 
complicated; it's not as easy as the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. So, we 
missed a littJ.e on that one. 
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RC: I have a couple of questions that you may wish to avoid here, but I 
hope not. Would you evaluate Roger Revelle as the Director of Scripps 
Institution? 

WH: Oh, he was wonderful! He's a real leader, a man of great imagination, 
tremendous interest in people and \..rhy they do things; and he had 
all the courage and self-assurance to organize this expedition era. 
That takes a little bit of doing, I hope you realize. He lacked 
certain attributes that some people think are important, like having 
a polished desk and a prompt telephone record. No one who has any 
real depth in his feelings for what makes a man great in the subject 
would take these negative attributes too seriously. They can be 
annoying and they can be negative, but what good does it do to have 
an efficient man who doesn't know which \..ray he 1 s going? 

RC: Roger Revelle says one time •... I'm going to ask you a two-part 
question, if I may. Roger Revelle says one time that he would like 
for his contribution to be known that he put Scripps at sea. 

WM:: He did. 

RC: That he, in effect, moved Scripps out. Was there a feeling at Scripps, 
when he put Scripps at sea, that you were on to something imaginative 
and exciting and espirit de corps and these sorts of things? 

WM: Not by two-thirds of the people who were there. You see, they had 
now survived for some years without a boat. They had been accustomed 
to the local fauna and flora, and they regarded this as an intrusion 
into their existence. And, I think, largely the group of people who 
went t..rith Roger, 3t the time, were new people who came here. It's 
awfully hard to change old people in their way of life. I think one 
makes progress in science not by convincing anyone but by having 
those who believe otherwise retire. 

RC: Do you feel ~ sort of nostalgia for the fact that oceanographers may 
not go to sea anymore? 

WM: Oh, butT don't understand that. 

RC: Hell, nmv you fly out: you're there two weeks; you fly back. There's 
not the "gC'l:!ing vour feet wet" sort of approach. 

t.Jf\1: I t!Jini< il W;J~; <':-:citing Hft('l1 pCO[)]!' ! iv(•d togc•Llwr in Srn<1ll bunks 

for SC'Vf'll !ll()lllits, :md \.JC 1 d have aJJ ~;orts of' fllllll;lll problems that 
were severe hut \.Jonderful. I think all of tiS who went through that 
era \vilL t:ltink nbnut it always. On the other hand, you can't fake 
it:. And :tl d t imc wlten it's cheaper and better to fly people in 
and out: tn do :t ioh than to keep them bottled up, you can't fake it. 
So, tim('',; nver·; t·hr·rc's no reason for doing it now. 



RC: The second part of this question is: you described Roger Revelle 
in 1968 as "the last of the great naturalists." 

WM: Oh, I wouldn't do that. 

RC: Th.:lt 1..ras what I took from the notes from the article. Is that a 
mistake? 
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WM: Did I say Roger was "the last of the great naturalists"? Hell, I 
don't know; I forgot now what article that is. It may be all right; 
I mean Roger's interests are catholic. In the meaning of the word 
"catholic," you know ... broad. Maybe that's the right word. 

RC: That's certainly the context. 

WM: What article was that? 

RC: It was, in effect, a salute to Roger Revelle in '68 as he's leaving 
to do other things. And I don't mean to imply naturalist a la 
Jacques Cousteau sort of approach; I mean naturalist in terms of 
broad training. 

WM: .He was the opposite of a specialist--,a universalist. His basis was 
geology; but his interest was always in how that does relate to the 
biology and to the physics and that~ •• and so, he's a universalist. 
He isn't a naturalist in the sense of a Darwin or a Sumner or a 
Redfield at Woods Hole, but he's a universalist--! don't know what 
words I used--the oppos~te of a specialist. Very broadly interested, 
he looks at nature, I think, in a sort of Conan Doyle kind of thing, 
as a puzzle--infinite number of pieces of various sorts which have to 
be put together. He's not very good at solving differential equations; 
but, who wants to solve differential equations? Once you understand 
the subject, you always find the mathematicians who will pick up the 
pieces. So, he is a broad person ideally suited to geology, which is 
sort of a field which had this kind of broad viewpoint. I didn't 
know I used the word "naturalist". "Naturalist" has a heavier con
notation in biology than I would think today would be natural, but 
he was the opposite of a specialist. 

RC: Do you think it is possible, or is it exceedingly rare, let's say, 
in the present education system in science to turn out these sorts of 
men anymore? Were they products of pre-WWII? 

WM: Tile· JH•rson you wi.ll.L1lk to :1bout· this is John Isaacs. This is his 
num!wr one interest:. lie 1vi ll tell you yes. He says that we have 
forgotten to educate peopLe lo be broadly based. Of course, we 
u.·,·ann/~rapiiers have a.I.ways hccn somewhat better at this than, say, 
tl11' meteorologists. ll.t leas! most oceanographers can recognize a 
fi,;h 1vhen they see nne, and Illof;t meteorologists don't recognize a bird 
lvhl·n tiic•y sec one. r 111<'<111, we have ~1lways had a littll~ hit: more broad 
illf(Tf':;l.. But ccrt:li.nly llw d.1v:; of Alfred l{edCi.l'ld-··-mv idc;:d of a 
naturalist--a f\igeLow, tht:s,· neop1e who really had the broad physical, 
cltcmical, biological., g1;olo)•,ic.tl basis of the ocean:' at heart, are 



terrihly rare. Roger was one of them; John Isaacs is one of them; 
they're not many. 
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RC: Can a Walter Munk appear again that can sort of--I don't mean to use 
the word "leisurely" incorrectly, but rather leisurely~-follmo1 his 
scientific interest from spot to spot, as he acquires prestige and 
national stature, anymore? 

WM: Yes. 

RC: You think so. You don't think that the pressures of publishing and 
surviving in the academic world are such that he's shut off? 

WM: No. 

RC: Now, you '"rote eulogies on the following men, which I read. What I 
would like to know is is ·there any common characteristic that makes 
these men themselves great oceanographers: Harald Sverdrup, Columbus 
Iselin,and Maurice Ewing? 

WM: Yes, well, they're very different people. I mean, you write eulogies 
on people because you're asked to, you have a respect for them, and 
it's the tradition. They're very, very different people. I hope 
you don't ask me to compare them because I wrote eulogies on the 
three. That's an accident, I mean. They were more different than 
they were alike, and I never thought of it in the terms in which you 
asked the question. 

RC: Okay, well, what I was hunting for is--and maybe the answer's simply 
no--a common characteristic that creates a great scientist. Is 
there anything except curiosity? 

1-JM: That's a good way of asking it. I think curiosity is number one. 
Let me think of these three men. You're asking me about Sverdrup 
and Ewing and Iselin. I think I'd rather discuss that problem with
out regard to these three names; I mean, it's an accident that all 
of us do the job of writing eulogies. I think the main thing that 
makes scientists good scientists is because they are formidable 
people. I kind of think that no man who would have been a failure 
in other fields and a failure as a person could be a success as a 
scientist. I have met people, whom I obviously will not name, who 
were good scientists and had all the normal outside signs of success-
] ike being c l.cc ted to· the Ac<tdemy and havinr, people make proper 
spcechl's :tl>nut them--but who were pelly pcop 1 ('. And, I think tlH'y 
never m;Jdt• it Lo lhe real top in sci('nce because they lacked the 
courage when they had an idea which wasn't popular; and it's that 
kind of thing that is more a description of a man's character,than 
as to \vhetllcr they are good scientists or not: Are you willing to 
stand alotH•? Are you willing to go in :1 din•ction that isn't popular 
at the lli(lln••nt, dr·on out of a rield? Tho:>•· an~ humnn attributes. 
Yon cou.l d ask t IJ<Jt of a lllilll wlto l>u i_l d:-; :,;hoc:>: Docs he have tlte 

cournge tn gn into a new style, does he w:Jnt to follow everybody else• 
in thl' fj(~]d'l f think that's more imporLmt t:h<111 anything. 



RC: The next series of questions really refer to, as a matter of fact, 
some things that aren't popular. Did you ever feel uneasy about a 
close association with the military, as an oceanographer? 
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WM: No. It's unfashionable at the moment. I thought the U.S. Navy was a 
quite wonderful organization, and I've had some association with them 
all my life. And, I guess, one's feeling is that as long as we 
put out the money for a Navy, which is considerable, it's our job, 
all of us, to help make it a good one; and oceanographers are in a 
position to interact positively. I've always enjoyed it; I mean, one 
has had little battles with things, but I do it voluntarily and 
happily. 

RC: Secondly, I want to ask you about the problem of radioactive wastes. 
This is •... I'd like your attitude and opinion on these, if I might. 

WM: I'm a newcomer a-t that, and you shouldn't take my answer seriously. 
I don't know where you got the information; but Bruce Hurray, who is 
now the Director of JPL (Jet Propulsion Laboratory), has just completed 
a sabbatical here in La Jolla, at our Institute, and used it to 
finish a few things before he starts running an organization of 
10,000 people, or whatever it is, which is the end of any individual 
work. He suggested that we look into--and it's no more than that--the 
possibility of jointly, Scripps and JPL, to see \vhether one can do a 
better job of disposing radioactive wastes. And, as you know, there 
are different possibilities--on land, in salt mines, and other 
relatively inactive geological regions, on the sea bottom, in certain 
regions which are not biologically or physically active, and, possibly, 
in space. We thought that this is something worth doing; but we will 
spend the next six months, beginning now, to decide if there is 
really a problem one can profitably work on. So, it's quite vague, 
hut in the next six months we will look into it. My own feeling is 
that disposal of radioactive wastes can be done properly. I also 
am totally convinced that most of the people who have worked on it 
so far were out to prove a solution they had to start Hi th. I was 
dissatisfied with the arguments that were given. But r'm sort of a 
p6sitive; I think that the disposal of the wastes can be done safely 
and well. But I haven't seen anything that I've rt';Jd tha.t seems 
satisfactory to show what these things really will do. I thought we 
could do a better job. 

RC: Do you think, in terms of issues like nucle:1r plants, disposal of 
nuclear waste, o·r other .issues invo]ving now a combin;~t i_on of ecology 
and science, there is too nntdt pub 1. i_c opinion input into this decision? 

WM: No, no. That's a good idea, to l1ave as much pubJi,, ''pinion as 
po:-;si_b}('. f cfon 1 l Jikc til<' di.SCIISSiOil or tiJC suhj•·c! !.il;lt 1 S been 
given in the last six months, from either side. Therr' wa,;, on one 
hand, the discussion by till' punpLe \,d\0 inLttated l'n>po:;iLion 15 and 
the conse>rvationists, who'd obviously made up thcic mind it: was wickPd 
to do so and then pullc'd in facts from all sides t-o prnv<c it. There 
was, 011 the other side, t!J<' lnhhv that was suppor-ted hv i lie utility 
industry and others, whicl1 hnd obviously mack up Llit.'ir mi1Hl the other 
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way; and thuy were pulling people and facts to prove it. I thought 
both were equally irresponsible; and, I guess, if there's any interest 
on my part and some others, it's that we think that we have no parti
cular reason to go one way or the other and that one shouldn't go 
into a subject to prove a point that you decided upon before you start. 

I now have a short series of specialized questions. 

All right. 

An article in 1952 concerned tl1c absorption of nutrients by aquatic 
plants. It sort of appears from nowhere in your career--1 don't 
understand--and is never followed by anything afterwards. 

It's been a successful paper, which it doesn't deserve to be. I 
think it was successful because most biologists didn't do the kind 
of simple calculations that were involved. Gordon Riley ... was the 
coauthor? 

Right. 

And we simply wondered why most diatoms are 100 microns instead of 
1000 microns, or 10 microns. The basic idea was: if you're too big, 
you have too much mass per area to absorb the nutrients; and if 
you're too small, you sink so slowly that you don't ventilate. 
Would there be a size in the middle where you have a relatively 
large area-to-volume ratio and yet still sink through the water at a 
rate so you can ventilate? \.Je tried to formulate that problem. We 
said, "It's easy; we should be able to do that tomorrow." And 
you find yourself six months later still trying to formulate it. 
And we all learned something; but I think it will be done, or has 
been done, better since. 

Is your present direction of research carrying you into the utili
zation and harnessing of waves for energy? 

No. 

The things you were doing seem to hint around this issue. 

I don't think so. 

~.Jell, I pro bah ly misconstrued it. 

John Tsa;tcs is doill): l-IJ;Jt; you ott)',lll lu Ltlk tn him. l'm not an 

cntl~ttsi:t:;t. f<lt· J'<>lv<·t- fn)lll t"avc:;, :ttJd J dntl't :1grcv with peonle who 
arc. lt: t:tkes 20 kilometers of coast:.liiw to get enough energy 
equivalent to ;.1 majot- JHJwcr pl.::Htl. I think it \vonld \.Jnste our 
beaches, <md I think it's not a good t.J;ly or gf'tting power. It mi.ght 

he• :1 good w:1v <>f 1~ct.l i 11g power tllld(•t- :;pee i:ll ,. i re~nnstauces, like a 
sea-based tnsl:rument or a remote isl:111d. 

HC: /\11 t~ight. llo I.Jl~ hHHv <'llCHigl! about lh•.· ,>ee:u1 m,>venH·nts to carry out: 
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what Srilhaus c:1lls "seaward exp<msion"? 

WM: Like cities under the sea? 

RC: Like cities under the sea. 

WM: Isn't that a social problem rather than a technological problem? 

RC: Yes. 

WM: He've heard him, and we've heard others speak about it. But my 
feeling is that it's 90% social and 10% oceanographic. The question 
is: How do you move people? Do they like to live that way? I 
mean, I hope people do it just because it would be fun to see how 
well it works. I don't think it's limited by oceanography; I think 
it's limited by what we knm.; about city structure and city government. 
That's closer to Judith's field. I mean, I know technologically 
you could do it. 

RC: Okay, what about aquaculture of various kinds? 

WM: I don't know enough about it. 

RC: Has enough work been done in, let's say, in control of wave energy 
and breakers and so forth, so that this could be ..•. 

WM: I would think so. 

RC: Again, I really only have a couple of more questions. Now, in 
terms of scientific accomplishments, if you had to name one single 
greatest scientific accomplishment, what would you name for yourself? 

HM: I think the lvork on the rotation of the earth, which \vas not 
oceanography. 

RC: No? 

WM: It's hard to do. You know, I've heen a jack-of-all-trades, worked 
on a lot of things. Wave prediction for a long time had a value, 
although Lt's done vastly differently and better now. I was pleased 
about the work on following swell around across the Pacific, b,ecause 
it was so romantic rather than good science. It was just so much 
good fun. I have a bad memory, and I always think the thin~ that's 
going on now is the most exciting. I find the acoustic work we're 
doinr, now ;1s cxc.iting as anything that I've eve1~ had anything to do 
with. 

RC: What about the futur-e'? 

WN: Well, J. l!opi' we can dna go.od job nn hui.Lding some acoustic arrays 
and w.;i11g it to 1nonitor th0 nc<'an~;, \,tl1ich is our pn'sent ('[fort. I 

think th:lt ':.; a goud \v:Jy of do in;~ it, and it hasn't been done. [ 
don't see whv it shouldn't vJOr·k. l' l l mnke a statement of principle, 
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if you have the time ... 

RC: Oh, yes. 

WH: ... in which I have been different than most people. There's a 
saying that you teach to all your students: that you should know 
what the problem is and then you build your gear to measure it; you 
don't do it the other way around. I've always done it the other way 
around. People call it a "solution looking for a problem." Then 
I heard of some new way of measuring things that sounded kind of 
fun and wasn't trivial and measured something that wasn't trivial. 
And I said, "Hell, let's go and use it and see what happens." 
instead of saying, "Here's a problem I just have to solve, and how 
am I going to go about solving it?" And I find it very successful 
to find a new technique which has something to do with a non-trivial 
problem and simply see where it leads you without having very 
specific questions ahead of time, which is what you're supposed to do. 
So, this is doing it ass-backwards. 

RC: Ah, a different sort of scientific approach. 

WM: Yes, the way you're not supposed to do it. 


